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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
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5 Theoretical Physics Institute, Univenityof Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, 
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Received 1 October 1991 

Abstract. The hop rate of a localized particle in newly proposed marginal Fermi liquid is 
examined. It is found that due to the disappearance of the quasi-particle spectral weight at 
the Fermi surface, the hop rate behaves quite differently from that in all other materials. In 
particular. the hop rate increases with temperature at finite 7, contrary to that in all other 
known materials. Furthermore. localization canoccur at extremelylow T. The experimental 
consequence of this prediction, as well as its wnnection u,ith muon spin relaxation, is also 
discussed. 

The motion of heavy particles in solids presents an interesting and fundamental problem 
in condensed matter physics [l-81. Unlike other studies in solid state physics, (e.g. 
transport and optical phenomena) where the observables are usually obtained either 
under sample averageor statistical average, the physical propertiesprobed by implanted 
heavy particles are very closely related to the local properties of the material, such as 
local interaction strength and local density of states. When the heavy particle moves 
from one lattice site to the neighbouring one, due to the coupling between the particle 
and the local environment, the electrons (or phonons) and the elementary excitation 
associated with them should also rearrange themselves to balance the new position of 
the particle. The physics related to this phenomena can be best described by the polaron 
theory [7,9, lo]. In the case of electron polarons, there exists an infrared divergence in 
the particle-electron coupling, which is also known as the Fermi surface effect [ l l ,  121. 
The diffusion properties of a heavy particle in various materials have been extensively 
investigated by various authors [1-10]. In all these different materials, the diffusion rate 
Y always decreases with increasing temperature for T . i  40, where 0 is the Debye 
temperature in solids. For example, U - Tu in normal metals, semiconductors and 
insulators and v - T"exp(A,/T) for conventional superconductors (where A, is the 
superconducting gap). 

In this letter, we shall study the diffusion properties of heavy particles in the so-called 
marginal Fermi liquid (MFL) [13,14], a newly proposed concept that can explain quite 
well several unusual normal state properties of Cu-0 superconductors. We find that 
heavy particles move in a rather strange manner in these systems as far as temperature 
dependence is concerned. In  contrast to the known diffusion properties in all other 
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materials mentioned above, the rate in these exotic materials is an increasing function 
of temperature, quite contrary to that of other known materials. The purpose of work 
is twofold: (i) to propose a further investigation of the MFL; (i) to predict some surprising 
features in the diffusions rate in the MFL. 

We consider the process where a heavy particle hops from site 1 ( R J  to site 2 (R,) 
within the MFL. The particle-excitation (boson field) interaction can be described by a 
Hamiltonian Hin,(Rs)(s = 1,2). The total Hamiltonian of the system can be written as 

H(RJ = Hp + HB + Hint(&) (1) 
where Hp = A(CIC, + CiC,) is the Hamiltonian for the particle with A the intersite 
tunnelling band width (on-site energy has been set to zero), and C: and C, are the 
creation and destruction operators for a particle at sites. The term H B  represents the 
Hamiltonian for the MFL. The interaction term can be written as 

H ~ J R ~ )  = I dr q+(x)q(x)v(x - R,) = 2 qqVqeivR. (2) 
P 

Here q ( x )  is the field operator for the electrons, V(x - R,) is the particleelectron 
interaction, 

vq  = dre-~4”q+(x)p(x)  I 
I 

is the electron density operator, and 

V,= drV(x-R)exp[-ig.(x-R)] 

We now consider the hop rate U of the particle from R I  to R,. To the lowest order in 
tunnelling matrix A ,  it can be written as [l] 

Here we have assumed that the energy level for the particle is the same at site 1 and 2. 
The average appearing in (3) is performed over all possible initial states, 

(0) = Tr[e -PHM I )  O]/Tr[e -flHW 1) 1. (4) 

(5) 

In the interaction representation 

+(t)  = {e!H(RiVe-iH(Rdf) = ( Texp - ( i p r  P @ ) )  

where ?is the time ordering operator, p(r )  = eiH(RlJrPe-iH(R~j7 and pis  defined as 

V = H(R,) - H ( R , )  = 2 vqvq (ei9.R~ - e i q . ~ ~ )  = Z vqVq. (6)  
q V 

With the use of the linked-cluster expansion, we obtain 

CPW = exp [F FAO] 
(7) 

F,(r) = (-i)‘ I dt, dt, . . . (Q(r1)Q( t2) .  . .)mnnected. 
* > I l > l I . . .  

The lowest-order contribution is Fz(t): 
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The density-density correlation function can be directly related to the electronic pol- 
arizability Pqo and the screening function E ~ ,  = l - UpPq,, by the fluctuation- 
dissipation theorem. We obtain 

Now the dominant contribution to the w-integration comes from the excitations having 
energy w - 0. We can therefore use the static screening approximation E ~ ,  = E~ As for 
the electronic polarizability in MFL Pqo, there is no microscopic calculation. Varma era1 
[2] had proposed a phenomenological form for the imaginary part of Pqo. It was further 
generalized by Peltzer [3] to include the real part as well. The full amufz can be written 
as 

P ( w )  = - (2/4W){yr[ l+ ( 4 2 4 1  - q[4 - (iw/~~T)11/[1+ (0/wJzI (10) 
where q(x) is the psi function and N(0)  is the unnormalized quasi-particle density of 
states. This m a f z ,  although it can explain a number of unusual normal state properties 
of the new exotic superconducting materials, does contain a problem when the f- 
sum rule is considered. An implicit assumption was made in this ansafz, i.e., the q- 
dependence of Pqo can be factorized out as Pq, = g(q) P(w). Then the f-sum rule 
for Pq, requires g(q) - q2 which is obviously incorrect. This clearly indicates the q- 
dependence of Pqw cannot be factorized out. One possible way to remedy this difficulty 
is to assume that Pqw contains two terms, 

where the first term on the right-hand side is the contribution from the bound state 
caused by the vanishing of single-particle weight and the second term is given by (10). 
A consistent formalism of D, is currently under investigation and will be presented 
elsewhere. It turns out that the bound-state term does not contribute to the present 
problem because its resonant frequency is usually higher. Therefore it issufficient to use 
P(w) in (9). The imaginary part of P(w) is given as 

In what follows, we shall show that this form of Im{P(w)} will lead to some very 
interesting and unexpected behaviour of the motion of heavy particles. 

P,, = D,, + P(w) (11) 

Im{P(w)} = -[2N(O)/n] tanh(gw/2) (1 + (w/wJ')- ' .  (12) 

Now F(t)  can be written as 
dw 1 - tanh(pwl2) 
w2 1 - e +  1 + (w/wC)' 

where K is the coupling parameter having energy units, 

We may also replace the integral limits by cut-off U,. Now the real part of F(t),  after 
some manipulation, becomes 

FR(t) = - K I ~  711 - cos(wt)l= -tarctan(w,t) + -In(l+ w : r ~ ) .  

Very surprisingly, it does not depend on T. We note that this quantity FR(r)  has strong 

(14) 
dw 1 

2% 
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Figure 1. Plot of the normalized hop rate 1; = 
vwJ4A' as a function of temperature for w, = 
1500 K and K/wc = 0.01. 

, 

T-dependence in almost all othermaterials, includingmetals, semiconductors, insulators 
and conventional superconductors. 

Similarly, the imaginary part of F(f) can be written as 

O c  d o  
F'(r) = -2.1 F s i n ( o t )  tanh 

o w  

Equally surprisingly, while this quantity in other materials is usually T-independent, it 
does depend on Tin the m. Making use of (14) and (15) in (3), we obtain the hop rate 

where use has been made of the fact that F R  is even and F' is odd to obtain (166). Since 
the t-integration in (166) is dominated by the contribution from the large-tregion, we 
obtain the following approximate result. 

U = ( A ~ / K ) ( & / Y ~ ) ( w J K ) ~ / ~ c  r ( i  + ./U,) cos[P(r+ 41. (17) 
The only temperature dependence of U is contained in F'(r)I,-=. By using (15) F'(r) can 
be calculated. The numerical result of F'(t)It+ = F' reveals some surprising features of 
U. At high temperatures (where Tis still less than le) ,  F' is much less than x/2 and 
decreases with T. This indicates that U increases with T ,  which is quite contrary to the 
hopping behaviour of heavy particles in all other materials. It should be noted that (17) 
is only valid when F' < n / Z  and is not applicable in the extremely low-Tregion where 
F'(t) is very large and cos(F') becomes fast oscillating. In this case one must use (16) to 
calculate v. It turns out the integral in (16) is very small at low Tand approaches zero 
as the integrand oscillates faster. Therefore we conclude that the particle becomes 
localized at very low T. A typical result is shown in figure 1. Please note that the absolute 
value of the hop rate is very small because wc/A is usually of the order of 103-104. 

Such anomalous T-dependence of v is rather surprising. It is well known that the hop 
rate of h e a y  particles in any other material always decreases with T for T lower than 
T* - 40, e.g. U - T-Dfor normal metals, semiconductors and insulators with (Y ranging 
from-OS tog. Even forconventionalsuperconductors, U - T-"exp[A,/T], Inall these 
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materials, hop rate can only increase with T when one takes into account the effect of 
acoustic phonons and for T >  40. The result (17) indicates that disappearance of the 
quasi-particle spectral weight at the Fermi surface has some rather strange consequences 
when the particle motion isconcerned: the usual scattering rate, which is proportional to 
the product of excitation density of states Im Pqo and allowed phase space (1 - e-Bo)-l, 
becomes temperature independent for small w because in MFL Im Pqo - w/Tat lower 
T. In any other systems, this rate is usually about T. The wavefunction overlap or band- 
width renormalization factor is still an increasing function of Tat finite T. Howsever, it 
vanishes in the very-low-temperature region, which leads to complete localization of the 
heavy particle. Although localization can occur in any system, it is rather surprising that 
in the MK, it occurs at low T. The origin of this behaviour is probably the interplay of 
two competing effects: while a high Tcreates a larger phase space, it also reduces the 
excitation density because Im P,,is weighted by the inverse temperature. 

The results predicted here can be studied experimentally with the use of any heavy 
particle implanted in the material. The pmeson (muon) is probably the best candidate 
for such a quantum diffusion experiment due to its having the lightest mass of any heavy 
particle (+of the proton mass). A typical spin relaxation measurement can yield direct 
information about v .  In other words, the observed spin relaxation function (zero field 
or longitudinal field) should also exhibit such anomalous temperature dependence. 

In conclusion, the motion of heavy particles in the MFL is examined and some 
anomalous T-dependence in the hop rate is predicted. 

CZ would like to thank the Theoretical Physics Institute for its kind hospitality during 
his visit. This work is supported in part by a grant from the Natural Science and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada. 
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